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￭ Strengthened by partners, CleverTrack is a leading tool for a successful application development. CleverTrack is a fully Unicode Extended Character Testing suite. In addition to its basic features, it is enhanced with a powerful and yet easy to use reporting and bugtracking system. We
support the creation of requirements and test cases, including screen testing, as well as the administration and execution of the test cases. We also support testing issues and bugs. The comprehensive reports include coverage, test execution details and bug tracking. ￭ We support in

language localization and support all European languages (German, French, English, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Russian, Czech, Polish). ￭ We offer a variety of upgrades to suit the needs of our users. The support includes reporting and bugtrack completion date changes, the ability to
create and manage tests and test cases, and the ability to administer testers. ￭ All users are provided with online 24/7 support and maintenance. This will range from simple user questions to complex scripting or database customization. ￭ We use the well-known Bugzilla system as a
project's bug tracker and we support Bugzilla integration in order to transfer incidents to it. ￭ We are a project management, bug management, requirements coverage and quality assurance solution that is built for any IT department. We use cookies on the Publicidad Iridium website.

We use cookies to personalise content and advertisements, to provide social media features and to analyse traffic to the website. We also share information about your use of our website with our trusted social media, advertising and analytics partners. By continuing to browse the site,
you are agreeing to our use of cookies. See here for more details. Unfortunately you have JavaScript disabled, please enable JavaScript to access full functionality of this website.On this, the 123rd day of his presidency, it seems Donald Trump’s new favorite song is “My Way.” Trump has
added the 2x-platinum record from Frank Sinatra to his jam playlist and, according to our sources, he’s been playing it out loud at his Trump Tower residence in New York. “It’s a Trump song,” a source said. “You can tell by the kind of vibe Frank Sinatra generates in those four minutes.”

On the new version — and that’s a new version — we hear it
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CleverTrack is a program created for a single purpose - to help you keep an eye on the quality of your software projects, control the quality of your software applications, manage the QA team, manage the testing organization and consequently, improve the quality of your software.
There are many tools available on the market today that claim to help you with software testing, but most of them are "test management" or bug tracking applications with only limited QA management functions (and even then, the number of available functions is very limited).

CleverTrack, on the other hand, is a fully integrated QA management utility which provides all the necessary functionalities you need to manage your entire QA team or testing organization (both testers and developers) and to control the quality of your projects as an entire business. At
the most basic level, CleverTrack is a tool for managing the quality of your projects. By using the latest technologies available today, we have built a robust and complete application which includes everything needed to allow you to plan, control and evaluate the quality of your projects.
Here are a few features that the application offers and how it can help you: ￭ Project Analysis - you can define the requirements of the project in a format very similar to Enterprise Architect - assign your testers to the project, and you can generate test plans for the project - you can set
the review date and notify your project team (through email) when the test date is near ￭ Project Management - each project has a database that stores all your project data - projects can be renamed or deleted - all functionality of the tool is implemented as a web service (SOAP/XML)

and can be accessed through standard Internet browsers ￭ General QA management - manage testers, track statistics, run reports, and generate defects - track the status of all the test cases from the start of the project through to its completion - keep a full audit log of all changes
made to each test case or incident - maintain a registry of company testers and systems - view test reports for each test iteration - define and filter bugs, issues, enhancements and risks - manage and track your test cases - track the progress of test cases in each project - record and

restore test notes - maintain a repository of test results, videos, screenshots and other artifacts created during a test - track and review test data and artifacts - submit test cases - administer and manage your testers - have b7e8fdf5c8
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CleverTrack is an easy-to-use, yet very powerful tool to assist you with all of your quality management needs. Its web-based interface, out-of-the-box functionality and comprehensive set of features allow you to take full control of your testing in a user-friendly way. The CleverTrack
project management platform is organized into 5 core areas: ￭ Project Analysis ￭ Test Planning ￭ Testing ￭ Bug Reporting/Track/Collaboration ￭ Evaluation and Reporting What this means in practice is that CleverTrack helps you control the entire process of quality assurance for the
software under development, ranging from definitions of requirements and tests to planning and execution of tests. As a result, you will have a complete list of bugs identified in the software and all the useful statistics and QA reports containing complete data. You can start test
planning by defining tests for requirements in the project analysis area. You can track bugs and tests in the testing area and manage and track bug-reports in the bug tracking area. You can manage your project status in the evaluation area and display or generate custom reports. Our
goal is to help you to plan and control your development projects and provide you with complete control. We take this a step further by including the entire software lifecycle into one unified solution with full integration across all the program lifecycle phases. Key features: ￭ WYSIWYG
HTML editor for inplace test case documents editing ￭ Upload test cases from the ZIP format ￭ Multiple test cases can be uploaded in the ZIP format ￭ Custom properties are stored in the database ￭ Execute groups of test cases with possibility to mark each step as pass/fail and
optionally record a bug ￭ View the pass/fail status of the tests that cover each requirement ￭ Ability to pause an incomplete test run and continue running it at a later date ￭ Run only the incomplete tests ￭ Reporting on incomplete tests ￭ Report on incomplete tests ￭ Report on test
execution with test coverage of each requirement ￭ Report on a detailed per-requirement test execution status ￭ Report on a detailed per-requirement test coverage status ￭ Report on test execution with elapsed time per requirement ￭ Report on test execution duration for each
requirement ￭ Audit log of all changes made to test cases

What's New in the?

This product is a database client, which allows a user to work with different databases, including SQL Server, MSSQL, MS Access and DB2. It fully integrates with the entire software development lifecycle process, including test management and test case management tools. It has a GUI
built into the tool. CleverTrack is a user-friendly, small, very powerful tool that is easy to use and install. Managing your company's most important and expensive asset � the software � is not an easy task. In addition, in the last few years the quality of software produced by companies
has increased. Quality control for this new type of product is difficult and time consuming. Organizations need a method that allows them to control their most important asset, their software. Because quality control requires a lot of time and attention, the earlier you start the better. The
problem of quality control in software development is that for a project, several stakeholders are involved, and all of them have their own needs, which should be satisfied while using the product. How can software testers satisfy the various requirements of users, maintainers,
administrators and managers? CleverTrack was created to help testers improve their quality and productivity. No other product has the features and functionality of CleverTrack. Using this unique project management software, testers can easily control the quality of their applications by
organizing and reporting on all project-related test information. CleverTrack is a client application that allows you to create test cases, track issues, and document bugs. It allows you to work on your own or with several testers working together on the same project. CleverTrack is ideal
for: Traditional Agile Software Development CleverTrack gives you all the necessary functions to work with the agile method of software development. In this way, your testers can work more efficiently and accurately than they did with previous tools. In addition, the tool is user-friendly,
allowing testers to add and track their test cases, bugs and any issues. CleverTrack allows your testers to work independently while providing them with all the tools they need to be successful. Managing Multisite Test Runs The project management features of CleverTrack are ideal for
use in any type of software development project. By using CleverTrack, your testers can efficiently manage projects such as acceptance tests or quality assurance test, split testing, and project requirements, and to track issues and bugs. You can also create a test environment for agile
development, and track test progress. Testing Complex Software In the last few years, the quality of software has
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System Requirements For CleverTrack:

- Minimal Requirements: OS: Windows XP or Windows 7 Processor: 1 GHz CPU RAM: 512 MB Video Card: 64 MB DirectX: Version 8.0 Storage: 60 MB or more Hard Disk Space: 200 MB Sound Card: DirectX Compatible DirectX: Version 8.0 Internet: Broadband Internet connection
Recommended: 1 GHz CPU RAM: 1 GB Video Card: 256 MB DirectX: Version 9.0 Storage: 120 MB or more Hard Disk Space: 600 MB Sound Card: DirectX Compatible DirectX: Version 9.0 Internet: Broadband Internet connection Recommended: 1 GHz CPU RAM
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